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Iron is a key constituent of planets and an important technological material. Here, we combine in situ
ultrafast x-ray diffraction with laser-induced shock compression experiments on Fe up to 187(10) GPa and
4070(285) K at 108 s−1 in strain rate to study the plasticity of hexagonal-close-packed (hcp)-Fe under
extreme loading states. f101̄2g deformation twinning controls the polycrystalline Fe microstructures and
occurs within 1 ns, highlighting the fundamental role of twinning in hcp polycrystals deformation at high
strain rates. The measured deviatoric stress initially increases to a significant elastic overshoot before the
onset of flow, attributed to a slower defect nucleation and mobility. The initial yield strength of materials
deformed at high strain rates is thus several times larger than their longer-term flow strength. These
observations illustrate how time-resolved ultrafast studies can reveal distinctive plastic behavior in
materials under extreme environments.
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Understanding the mechanical properties of solid
materials under extreme loading conditions is crucial
for the formation of planetary bodies [1], ballistics, and
penetration [2], or the strengthening of ceramics [3].
Despite considerable computational and experimental
effort, however, plasticity models in the high strain rate
deformation regime only exist for a few model metals,
such as Ta, and require input from experiments [4,5].
Here, we build upon a novel experimental layout and use
in situ x-ray diffraction to measure polycrystalline texture
and deviatoric stress in situ up to P-T conditions of
199 GPa and 4383 K at a strain rate on the order of
108 s−1. Our experiment allows measurements of stress
and texture at the nanosecond timescale, as a shock
progresses into the sample, and identification of the time
dependence of plastic flow. This information is critical to
feed constitutive models of materials under extreme strain
rates, which, until now, have only been available using
sequences of multiscale calculations [4,6]. We bridge this
knowledge gap with measurements of strength and iden-
tification of dominant deformation mechanisms for a
model engineering structural component and important

Earth and planetary material: iron (Fe). Pure Fe undergoes
several structural transitions at high-pressure and high-
temperature (P-T) and serves as an archetype for the most
advanced studies regarding the physical properties of
materials under extreme conditions [7–10]. At ca.
13 GPa, Fe transforms from the body-centered-cubic
(bcc) to hcp structure. This transition is martensitic,
following the Burgers orientation relationships under
hydrostatic conditions [11] and relatively close orientation
relationships under shock [12], occurs at subnanosecond
timescales [13,14], and is accompanied by stress relax-
ation with a strong coupling between plasticity and the
phase transformation [15–20]. Upon compression and
deformation, stress and microstructures develop in the
hcp phase of Fe, with important implications regarding
anisotropy in the Earth’s inner core and technological
applications [21–23]. In addition, the hcp phase of Fe and
its physical properties are representative of hcp metals
with advanced applications, such as Ti, Zr, Mg, Zn, or Be
[24], and for which the foundation of multiscale calcu-
lations are just being laid out [25–27]. Here, we identify
that f101̄2g deformation twinning controls the micro-
structures of hcp-Fe under such conditions. In addition,
we observe a fast increase of elastic stresses prior to
plastic yielding, actually observed in two experiments.
This initial elastic overshoot is a distinctive feature of
plastic deformation at high strain rates for which a peak
elastic precursor is reached before generating a sufficient
defect density for the onset of plastic flow.
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The experiments were performed at the matter at extreme
conditions (MEC) end station of the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Fe
was dynamically compressed to a peak P-T state on the
principal Hugoniot via the laser-driven ablation of a Kapton
film launching a shock wave into a Fe foil (Fig. 1). Uniform
conditions within the sample are achieved within ∼1–10 ns
and the sample state is probed using a quasimonochromatic
(dE=E ¼ 0.3%) self-amplified spontaneous emission x-ray
beam with energies varying between 6.883 and 6.960 keV,
an x-ray spot size of 17 μm diameter, and diffraction
recorded using a single x-ray pulse of 55 fs in duration.
Data from the six independent detectors [Fig. 1(a)] are
backprojected onto a virtual detector, 60 mm behind the
sample, and reconstructed using material analysis using
diffraction (MAUD) [28] assuming a sample consisting of
three phases: ambient-P bcc-Fe, compressed bcc-Fe, and
compressed hcp-Fe, from which we extract the unit-cell
parameters, average differential stress, and texture
[Fig. 1(c)]. The time dependence of the sample state is
determined by repeating the experiment on a different
target of the same starting material and collecting data at
different times. Additional details on the experiments, data
reduction, hydrodynamic simulations, and tabulated results
are provided in the Supplemental Material [29].
The experiments are organized into four time series,

defined by the P-T conditions and specific optical drive
laser parameters. In experiments performed at 187(10) GPa
and 4070(285) K (time series 1, Fig. 2), hcp-Fe forms
5.0 ns after the optical laser drive reaches the ablator. After
synthesis, hcp-Fe displays a transformation texture with
basal planes parallel to compression. The c axis lies
perpendicular to the shock propagation direction, in agree-
ment with static observations of the bcc-to-hcp trans-
formation in Fe [20]. At 0.59 ns after synthesis, the
differential stress in hcp-Fe is 1.4(2.1) GPa. Upon further
compression, texture evolves with the appearance of a
secondary maximum 30° off [0001]. This is associated with
a stress increase up to 6.5(1.0) GPa. Both orientation
distribution maxima at h2110i and 30° off [0001] in the
inverse pole figures remain in the rest of the time series
while the stress decreases to 2.0(10.0) GPa 2.52 ns after the
synthesis of hcp-Fe, before the start of the pressure release.
At conditions of 36(10) GPa and 630(115)K (time series 5,
Fig. 2), hcp-Fe is observed after 11.15 ns, with a differential
stress of 0.8(1.3) GPa and the same transformation texture.
Texture does not evolve significantly upon further com-
pression while the differential stress increases to 10.4
(5.1) GPa. The change of texture and drop in stress
observed in time series 1 is not observed. Time series 6
at 55(9) GPa and 875(140) K shows intermediary results
between time series 1 and 5, with the differential stress in
hcp-Fe increasing up to 9.9(2.6). Hcp-Fe shows a dominant
h2110i transformation texture and the development of a
weak secondary maximum 30° off [0001]. Finally, for time

series 4, at 23(2) GPa and 494(14) K, we also observe a
transformation texture with c axes perpendicular to the
shock propagation direction, albeit with a maximum at
h101̄0i rather than h2110i with the development of a
secondary maximum at [0001] upon further compression.
Stress is 5.5(3.3) GPa after transformation and decreases
later to 1.3(1.4) GPa.
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FIG. 1. Geometry for x-ray stress and texture analysis under
dynamic compression. (a) The x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL)
probe is 65° away from the shock propagation direction and
diffraction measured on six Cornell-SLAC pixel array detectors
(CSPADs, q1;…;3 and d1;…;3) optimized to cover wider and key
directions. Inset: target stack. (b) Pole figure coverage with the
compression direction in the center. (c) Original diffraction data
at run 149 (193 GPa, 4230 K), 1.12 ns after hcp-Fe synthesis and
(d) MAUD reconstruction with labels for the diffraction peaks of
the remaining untransformed bcc-Fe and high-pressure hcp-Fe.
Variations of peak intensities and positions with orientation are
representative of texture and stress, respectively.
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Time series 1 and 4 show a clear hcp-Fe texture
evolution. Texture evolution in hcp-Fe was studied at
low strain rates (10−5–10−3 s−1) and up to 220 GPa at
300 K [21] and at high P-T of 13–17 GPa and up to 700 K
[47,48]. Earlier publications focused on a dominant basal
slip [21], while later and more appropriate analysis high-
lighted the fundamental role of f101̄2g tensile twins and
pyramidal hcþ ai slip in experiments [47]. Numerical
models of Earth’s inner core properties require dominant
slip on the pyramidal hcþ ai slip system to reproduce
seismic observations [49], probably due to high temper-
atures and slow deformation conditions. Here, we use the
Los Alamos viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model
[50] assuming a 3000 spherical grains aggregate and the
affine interaction (Fig. 3). The results are unambiguous:
the secondary maximum 30° off [0001] [Fig. 2(b)] is
formed by the activation of f101̄2g deformation twins in
grains initially oriented with h2110i parallel to compression
[Fig. 3(a)]. The simulation predicts a decrease of intensity
at h2110i with deformation, in contrast with experiments.
This arises from new hcp-Fe grains being formed with a
dominant transformation texture as the shock front

advances through the material. VPSC simulations with
dominant f101̄2g twinning are equally successful at
modeling results in time series 4, accounting for the slightly
different starting texture [Figs. 2(d) and 3(b)].
Texture does not evolve in time series 5 and only

marginally in time series 6. Texture evolution requires
(i) sufficient stress to overcome the elastic limit or yield
strength of the material and (ii) sufficient plastic strain to
induce noticeable microstructural changes. In both time
series 5 and 6, we observe a continuous increase of
differential stress with time and little or no texture evolu-
tion. In time series 1 and 4, the measured stress increases
and decreases, in association with texture evolution. Thus,
stress in time series 1 and 4 did overcome the yield strength
barrier of hcp-Fe, while it did not in time series 5 and 6.
Texture evolution is indicative of active plastic defor-

mation, reflective of ongoing stress relief in the polycrystal
and related to a fundamental property of materials: strength.
Understanding and modeling strength and its dependence
on pressure, temperature, and strain rate typically involves
a sequence of multiscale calculations, from first principles
to dislocation dynamics to continuum modeling, that has

(a)

(e) (f) (g)
(h)

(b) (c) (d)
(i)

FIG. 2. Results for time series (a),(b) 1, (c),(d) 4, (e),(f) 5, and (g),(h) 6. Times have been rescaled to set t ¼ 0 when hcp-Fe is formed.
(a),(c),(e),(g) Differential stress vs time in hcp-Fe. Circles, experimental data with �1σ error bars; blue shaded areas, guides to the eye
through the experimental data. σy indicate potential values for the yield strength and σflt is the long-term flow strength. (b),(d),(f),(h)
Inverse pole figures of the compression direction representing texture in hcp-Fe. We observe components at h2110i, h101̄0i, [0001], and
approximately 30° off [0001]. Texture 0.34 ns after hcp-Fe synthesis in time series 6 could not be fit due to a significant peak overlap
with the remaining ambient conditions bcc-Fe. (i) Sketch of hcp-crystals with the shock direction, shown by the pink arrow, aligned with
½2110�, ½101̄0�, [0001], and approximately 30° off [0001].
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only been undertaken for simple cubic metals such as Ta or
Va [4] or Cu [6] or oxides such as MgO [51] and lacks
experimental validation at the most extreme conditions.
Based on model results on simple metals [4,6,52], for strain
rates below ∼107 s−1, stress increases linearly with time (or
strain) until the transition from elastic to plastic deforma-
tion. The material then hardens due to an increased defect
density until a long-term flow strength or steady-state
strength is reached, typically after 10% axial strain.
Above ∼ 107 s−1, there is an elastic overshoot in the initial
stress response due to an insufficient quantity of defects to
accommodate plastic strain and kinetics for defect motion
in the phonon-drag-dominated regime [4,6]. The material
deforms elastically until sufficient defects have been
generated, which then decrease the stress. Under such
conditions, the material reaches a maximum yield strength
at the elastic-plastic transition. Later, stress decreases and
saturates at the long-term flow strength. Based on Fig. 2,
our experiments overcame the yield strength barrier of hcp-
Fe in time series 1 and 4, within less than 1 ns, and not in
time series 5 and 6. The optical drive profile to generate
pressure was much sharper in the early stages of compres-
sion in time series 1 than in all other time series
(Supplemental Material, Fig. S2 [29]). Stress increase
was hence much faster for time series 1 and sufficient to
overcome the yield strength barrier, while it was slower in
time series 5 and 6 (Fig. 2). Time series 4 was performed at

a lower pressure, with a lower yield strength, that was
hence overcome despite the slower drive profile. The exact
yield strength value cannot be determined, due to a lack of
time-resolved measurements and integrated x-ray diffrac-
tion over hcp-Fe grains in a different state, but is estimated
to be above all values measured here, 6.5(1.0) GPa for P-T
conditions of 187(10) GPa and 4070(285) K. The long-
term flow strength of Fe at 187(10) GPa and 4070(285) K,
however, is much lower, on the order of 3(2) GPa. As for
time series 5, we can deduce that the experiment did not
provide sufficient strain to overcome the yield strength
barrier, which is above 10.4(5.1) GPa at 36(10) GPa and
630(115) K. For time series 6 at 55(9) GPa and 875(140) K,
we do not observe a decrease of stress following the initial
elastic overshoot and stresses reach 9.9(2.6) GPa. In time
series 4 at 23(2) GPa and 494(14) K, the maximum
measured stress is 5.5(3.3) GPa.
Static strength measurements (i.e., the long-term flow

strength at static experiments strain rates) are between 7
and 21 GPa at 300 GPa and 300 K [23,53]. Based on
temperature measurements during laser-driven compres-
sion and a simple plastic heating model, the strength of hcp-
Fe was estimated to be ≈100 GPa at 550 GPa at shock
strain rates [22]. Our measurements indicate that the long-
term flow strength of Fe at 187(10) GPa and 4070(285) K is
on the order of 3(2) GPa, 2 orders of magnitude below this
estimate, and closer to static measurements (Fig. 4). We
explain this discrepancy by noticing two main differences:
(i) Reference [22] assigned temperature increase to the
initial shock and plastic work with a simple steady-state
flow law that does not account for time-dependent strength
(e.g., Fig. 2) and other sources of heat [54]. (ii) X-ray
diffraction averages the stress state in the whole probed
sample, which may be in a different state between the shock
front and the bulk of the high-pressure phase. Our maxi-
mum stress measurement at 187(10) GPa and 4070(285) K
is 6.5(1.0) GPa. According to models for Cu, Ta, or Va
[4,6], the maximum yield strength at ∼107–109 s−1 may be
2–5 times larger than the long-term flow strength. As such,
the yield strength at the initial onset of plastic flow may be
larger than measured here, between our estimate and that
of Ref. [22].
There is significant ongoing interest in the development

of constitutive models for the deformation of solids as a
function of P, T, and strain rate. Predictions of plastic flow
under extreme states of loading are currently only achiev-
able for model materials. They also require input and
validation against experimental data regarding strength,
plastic mechanisms, and their dependence on time and
strain rate, which we provide here for hcp-Fe. Our results
highlight the relevance of twinning for hcp metal plasticity.
Twinning initiation requires the nucleation and growth of
twin embryo and we show that it can occur within 1 ns,
with measurable effects on microstructures at the poly-
crystal scale. Stress later decreases through plastic

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Viscoplastic self-consistent simulations for texture
evolution in hcp-Fe. (a) Inverse pole figure of the compression
direction after 10% axial plastic strain and easy basal, prismatic,
pyramidal hai, and pyramidal hcþ ai slip, in addition to f101̄1g
compression and f101̄2g extension twinning starting from the
transformation texture in time series 1. (b) Simulation with
dominant f101̄2g twinning and starting from the transformation
texture in time series 4.
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relaxation, again within a timescale of ≈1 ns, consistent
with observations on Ta [55].
Our results also demonstrate the importance of timescales

in the definition of material strength, from the initial yield
strength at the onset of the elastic-to-plastic transition, to the
long-term flow strength once plastic flow is fully achieved.
Stress measurement could be improved with the addition of
time-dependent measurements in Fig. 2, which is already
achievable with current experimental layouts. The charac-
terization of the true yield strength would also require
spatially resolved x-ray diffraction measurements to differ-
entiate between stress at the shock front and that in the bulk
material. This, however, would require significant develop-
ment. Finally, one would need to differentiate between the
stress at elastic-to-plastic transition and the stress required
for twin nucleation, which wewere not able to address here.
Nevertheless, future time-resolved studies of plastic flow
will open new doors toward building predictive capabilities
for modeling material strength and plasticity in extreme
environments, with relevant implications that range from
modeling the dynamics and formation of planets to the
design of novel materials for advanced applications.

The raw diffraction images for this Letter are openly
available from the Zenodo data archive [56].
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